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Abstract. Standardized ground urveys over six nesting season (19 4-1989) along 42 km of
beach at Kyparissia Bay, western Peloponnesus (Greece) re, ealed uneven spatial di tribuuon in
the nesting activity of the Loggerhead Turtle, Careua caretta. Further surveys (1990-2000) at the
most turtle-frequented part of the bay and the inclusion of a new beach sector have led to the de-
termination of a 9.5 km core area where about 84% of the total nesting effort concentrates with
an average nesting den ity of 60.6 nests/km/season. The average nesting effort along the bay is
estimated at about 620 nests/sea on and therefore Kyparissia Bay is considered the .econd most
turtle-frequented nesting area in the Mediterranean after Zakynthos. In the course of seventeen
season (1984-2000) no distingui hable trend in the annual number of nests has been detected,
albeit the great annual fluctuations (reaching 324%) may hide it. Although the duration of the
nesting ea on (82.7 days on the average) seem similar to re pcctivc values in Turkey and Cy-
prus, the start and cnd dates of nesting occur later than in the eastern beaches. csting success
(i.e. percentage of ernergenccs resulting in nests) decreases a the season progre e. Monthly
distribution of nesting show that 61.5% of nests at Kyparissia Bay are made in July and August,
in contra t to nesting beache in Turkey where the main bulk of nest are made in May and June.
This geographical variation must be taken into account while planning and implementing re-
gional management scheme in the Mediterranean.

Kurzfassung. tandardi icrtc Zahlungen auf dcm 42 km langcn trand in der Buchr von Kypa-
rissia in dcr westlichen Peloponncs (Griechenland) ubcr sechs Nistperioden (1984-1989) hinwcg
haben eine ungleichrnalligc raurnliche Verteilung der istaktivitaren der ncchten Karett-
schildkrotc, Caretta caretta, ergeben. Weiterc Zahlungen (1990-2000) in den Abschniuen, die
die hochste estdichtc hauen, sowie die Einbeziehung eines weitcren trandab chniue haben
zur ldentifizicrung eines 9.5 km langen Kerngcbictes gefuhn, in dem sich 4% aller I i taktivita-
ten konzcntrieren, und in dcm die durchschniuliche Ncstdichte bei 60,6 'estern/km/Jahr liegt.
Durch chnittlich werden pro Jahr etwa 620 Gelege abgelegt, und die Bucht von Kypari ia qual i-
fizien ich damit - nach Zakyruhos - al da zweirwichtigstc istgcbict der nechten Karett-
schildkroic irn Millelmeer. lrn Verlauf der 17 Jahre (1984-2000) konnte kein erkennbarer Trend
in der Anzahl der I ester pro Jahr errnittelt werden, wenngleich die cnorme jahrliche Fluktuation,
die bi zu 324% reicht, einen generellen Populationstrend cventuell verbergen konruc. Obwohl
die Dauer der Nistperiode (durchschniulich 82,7 Tage) sehr ahnlich mit jcner in dcr Turkei und in
Zypern ist, licgr der Beginn und das Ende dcr Nislperiode spatcr al in den wciter ostlich gclege-
nen Gcbicren. Die Anzahl der l.andgange rnit crfolgreicher Eiablage nimrnt rnit fortschreitendcr
Jahrcszeit ab. Die jahre zeitliche Verteilung der istaktivitaten zcigt, dass in der Buchi von Ky-
parissia 61,5% der Gclcge irn Juli und August gelcgt werden, wahrend in der TUrkei die meisten
Gelege irn Mai und Juli gelegt werden. Diese geographisehc Variation solhe bei der Planung und
Irnplcmcntierung regionaler Managementpliine in Betracht gezogcn werden.
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Introduction
The only sea turtle species known to nest in Greece is the Loggerhead Turtle Caretta
caretta. This circumglobal species has evolved local populations in the Mediterranean Sea
(BOWE et al. 1993, LAURENTet al. 1993). The discovery, in 1977, of a very important
nesting area on the island of Zakynthos, Greece (MARGARITOULIS1982), has triggered inter-
est in investigating other shores for potential nesting habitats. In 1981, reconnaissance
ground surveys along parts of the western Peloponnesus coast revealed that Kyparissia Bay
was hosting significant numbers of nests (MARGARITOULIS,unpubl. observations). In 1982
and .1983, preliminary fieldwork at the southern part of the bay developed the necessary
human and material resources for more systematic work. Two air surveys, on 14 July 1983
along the western Peloponnesus, and on 18 and 19 July 1984 along western mainland
Greece and Peloponnesus, corroborated the importance of Kyparissia Bay as a nesting area
and, at the same time•. identified spatial differences in nesting densities along the bay (MAR-
GARITOULlS,in prep.).

In order to support a possible conservation effort, it was deemed necessary to collect reli-
able data on nesting activity over a number of seasons. A long-term monitoring programme
has been designed and implemented, mainly by the Sea Turtle Protection Society of Greece,
in the context of various projects. The programme, with somewhat flexible objectives ac-
cording to available logistics and the evaluation of newly acquired data, helped also in sup-
porting management measures to mitigate natural (mainly nest predation and inundation)
and anthropogenic impacts (MARGARlTOULlS1988). Two basic components of the pro-
gramme were (a) to define the core nesting area, and (b) to document as precisely as possi-
ble the nesting activity. To achieve these goals, systematic ground surveys were conducted
from 1984 until 1989 along a large part of the coastline and continue until today at the core
area. This paper presents the results of these surveys up to the 2000 season inclusive.

Study area
The Bay of Kyparissia (Kyparissiakos Kolpos) is an open bay along the western Peloponnesus
coast, situated at about 90 km SE from the island of Zakynthos. The bay is roughly delimited
between Cape Katakolon in the north and Cape Kounelos in the south (Fig. 1).A great part of the
bay is comprised of a long and, generally, very wide sandy beach backed by dune fields and a
coastal pine forest, interrupted by the rivers Alfios and Neda (Fig. 1). Another small river (Ar-
cadikos), at the south of Kalonero village, also flows into the bay (Fig. 1). The bay is affected
during the summer months by the prevailing NW winds, which usually raise high surf covering
several metres of the beach width.

Coastal development in the bay is generally limited north of Alfios river, the other part having
very few tourist installations (mainly camp-sites and small pensions) with an exception at Kalon-
ero village where there has been a recent increase in the building of tourist facilities. Railway
tracks running along the bay, parallel to the sea, restrict road crossings and therefore vehicular
access to the beach is limited to certain points along the shore.

The study area initially stretched for about 42 km from the river Alfios to the southward end of
the long sandy beach, a few hundred metres north of the village of Kalonero. Later on, the study
area was extended about 2 km southwards to include the shore in front of Kalonero village and
the small river Arcadikos (Fig. I).
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Fig. 1. Sketch map of Kyparissia Bay, showing the study area, prominent landmarks, and approximate posi-
tion and boundaries of beach sectors.

Material and methods
Division of study area in sectors

The beach has been divided, using characteristic landmarks, into eleven sectors of varying
lengths, starting with sector 0 in the south then A through K (with I and J combined) progressing
northwards (Fig. 1). From 1984 until 1991, a beach segment of varying length (0.8-1.6 km),
covering parts of sectors A and B, in front of the field station at Vounaki, comprised the so-called
"intensively monitored section". At this beach segment, in the course of other studies (to be pre-
sented in other publications), all turtle nests were precisely located and closely monitored until
emergence of hatchlings and then excavated. A short description of sectors 0 and A-C is pre-
sented in Annex 1.

Training of observers
Beach surveys, collection of data and filling in the respective data sheets were done by trained
observers (mostly volunteers). Data sheets were checked by field leaders. During preliminary
work in 1982 and 1983, observers were trained on site and gained the experience to characterize
female turtle tracks, imprinted on the beach sand, as "nesting" or "non-nesting" emergences, to
locate egg chambers, to fence and relocate clutches as well as to tag and measure nesting turtles.
During these seasons, very precise and standardized protocols were developed. Observing nesting
turtles at night was invaluable in identifying the stages of nesting procedure and thereby interpret-
ing the various track signs. New observers were always trained by experienced ones until they
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were ready to undertake their own surveys. Field leaders or experienced observers usually double-
checked the results of the first surveys of new observers. On-site training of observers, an inherent
task of the long-term programme, continued in all subsequent seasons (1984-2000).

Surveys during 1984-1989
From 1984 until 1989 systematic surveys were carried out in sectors A through K, covering al-
most the entire duration of the nesting season. Since 1987, occasional surveys were also made at
sector O. The "intensively monitored section" was surveyed daily on foot. The rest of the study
area (including sector 0) was surveyed by using three-wheeled ATVs (All Terrain Vehicle). All
surveys were made early in the morning. The aim of the surveys was to record tracks of adult
turtles (emergences) and classify them, by the spoor, into "nesting" or "non-nesting" ones. After
classification, turtle tracks were "marked" by crossing them with the ATV, in order to avoid
confusion with next survey. The crossing of turtle tracks was done as far inland as possible (in
case of a nest, about 2·m before it) to avoid obliteration of the "crossing marks" by an eventual
high surf.

The frequency of surveys was designed in proportion to expected nesting activity, i.e. almost
daily in sectors A through C (8 km, including the "intensively monitored section"), every 2-4 days
in sectors D through G (11.5 km), and every 5-15 days at the less turtle-frequented sectors H
through K (22.5 km). An effort was made to assign the maximum frequency of surveys during the
approximate peak of the nesting season, in order to keep the possibility of losing any tracks to a
minimum. During a survey, checks were made to see if the "marks" of the previous survey were
still visible. In this way it was known whether turtle tracks, imprinted between two surveys, were
possibly lost due to strong winds or to inundation by high seas.

Surveys during 1990-2000
Since 1990, systematic surveys were restricted to the three most turtle-frequented sectors (A
through C). From 7 July 1993, sector 0 (surveyed inadequately until then due to logistical limita-
tions) became part of the systematic surveys, after the establishment of an additional field station
in Kalonero. Furthermore, the nest monitoring protocol, applied until then to the "intensively
monitored section", was expanded to the four southemmost sectors (since 1992 in sectors A-C
and since 7 July 1993 in sector 0). Surveys were made daily, early in the morning, either on foot
or by ATVs. In 1994, a precise measurement of the lengths of sectors A-C and 0 yielded the
following results A: 2.5 km, B: 2.2 km, C: 2.6 km, 0: 2.2 km (total: 9.5 km). For the needs of the
present paper, the precisely measured lengths (and the respective nesting densities) are taken into
account since 1994.

Results and discussion
Surveys during 1984-1989

From 1984 unti I 1989 (6 seasons), the number of nests on sectors A through K ranged from
277 to 651 per season (mean: 467.3 nests/season) and the nesting density from 6.6 to 15.5
nests/km (mean: 11.1 nests/km) (Tab. 1). Here it must be noted that the number of recorded
nests is considered a "minimum" because some tracks may have been erased due to strong
winds, inundation or heavy beach usage (especially if there was a weekend between sur-
veys). However, the number of possibly undetected tracks is considered low as areas of
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Fig, 2, Average nesting density per sector over six nesting seasons (1984-1989)in Kyparissia Bay. Sectors A
and B are grouped together for data comparability over the seasons to overcome a change in tbe boundary line
dividing them.

Tab. 1, Results of long-range surveys along 42 km of beach at Kyparissia Bay (1984-1989), For
definition of sectors refer to Fig, 1. Sector lengths are approximate, N: number of nests, ND:
nesting density (nests/km),

Season Surveying period Sectors A-K Sectors A-C Contribution of
(from,,, to ",) (42 km) (8 km) A-C to A-K

N ND N D %
1984 06 June - 27 Aug 395 9.4 306 38.2 77.5
1985 08 June - 28 Aug 277 6,6 220 27,5 79.4
1986 08 June - 27 Aug 651 15.5 500 62,5 76.8
1987 13 June - 22 Aug 517 12,3 403 50.4 77.9
1988 03 June - 19Aug 488 11.6 394 49,2 80,7
1989 09 June - 20 Aug 476 11.3 384 48,0 80.7

Mean 467,3 11.1 367.8 46.0 78.7

heavy human use, restricted by the relatively few railway crossings, comprised a small per-
centage of the 42-km beach length, In addition, it should be remembered that since the fre-
quency of surveys has been proportional to predicted nesting activity, both in time and
space, the probability of undetected tracks was higher at sectors with Iittle activity and/or in
the margins of the nesting season,

During these surveys (1984-1989), a tremendous spatial variation was documented with
78,7% of the mean nesting activity concentrating at sectors A-C, where nesting densities
ranged from 27.5 to 62,5 nests/km (mean: 46,0 nests/km) (Tab, 1), Spatial distribution of the
average nesting density, per sector, for the period 1984-1989 is shown in Fig, 2,
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Tab. 2. Results of surveys at the provisional core area (before the inclusion of a sector) at Ky-
parissia Bay (1990-1993). E: number of emergences (incl. nests), N: number of nests, NS: nesting
success (%), ND: nesting density (nests/km).

Season Surveying period Sectors A-C (approx. length: 8 km)
(from ... to ... ) E N NS ND

1990 30 May - 07 act 608 174 28.6 21.7
1991 09 June - 01 act 696 246 35.3 30.7
1992 14 June - 05 act 515 290 56.3 36.2
1993 12 June - 16 act 1266 392 3l.0 49.0
Mean 771.2 275.5 35.7 34.4

The reasons for this extreme choric differentiation are not obvious. Sectors with very little
nesting activity appear with much less anthropogenic impacts than sectors with much higher
nesting activity. Furthermore, physical beach characteristics do not seem to differ, among
sectors, at least macroscopically. Specific research is apparently needed in order to define
the possible factors influencing nesting activity so much. The highly uneven distribution of
loggerhead nesting, also confirmed in other areas, e.g. Tongaland (HUGHES 1974), United
States (SHOOP et al. 1985), Brazil (MARCOVALDI & LAURENT 1996), Turkey (TORKOZAN &
BARAN 1996), leads to the conclusion that assessment of nesting densities on specific beach
segments should not be extrapolated to cover wider areas, as happened recently in Libya
(LAURENT et al. 1997).

Survey results from 1984 to 1989 led to the identification of sectors A through C as the
provisional core nesting area at Kyparissia Bay.

Surveys during 1990-2000
Tab. 2 summarizes the survey results from 1990 to 1993 at the provisional core nesting area
(sectors A-C). In 1993, sector a was monitored daily but from 7 July (about one month from
the onset of nesting). From the number of hatched nests it has been estimated that 107 nests
were made on this sector during that year. This comprised 21.4% of the total number of
nests made in the four sectors (A-C, 0) during 1993 and therefore 0 sector has since been
included in the long-term systematic monitoring work.

Overall results at the four sectors (A-C, 0) from 1994 through 2000 show an average total
of 576 nests/season and an average nesting density of 60.6 nests/km, ranging from 34.8 to
82.0 nests/km (Tab. 3). The average contribution of sector 0 to the total number of nests (in
sectors A-C, 0) is 26.1% (range 23.9-31.1%) and its average nesting density 68.4 nests/km
(range: 46.8-97.7 nests/km), i.e. above the overall density of the sectors A through C (58.3
nests/km). It is considered therefore, despite the occurrence of relatively high anthropogenic
disturbances, a very significant segment of the nesting habitat and has therefore been pro-
posed for inclusion in the final core area.

We therefore define the four southernmost beach sectors of Kyparissia Bay (A-C, 0), to-
talling 9.5 km in length, as the core nesting habitat. Combining survey results from all sec-
tors and seasons, we can estimate that these four sectors contain on average 83.9% of the
total nesting activity along Kyparissia Bay. Definition of a core area is necessary for conser-
vation purposes. Governments are not always willing to impose protection measures on long
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Tab. 3. Nesting activity at the final core area (after the inclusion of 0 sector) with precise beach
length measurements (1994-2000). E: number of emergences (incl. nests), N: number of nests,
NS: nesting success (%), ND: nesting density (nests/km).

Season
Sectors A-C Sector 0 Total core area

(lenzth 7.3 km) (length 2.2 km) (length 9.5 km)

E N NS ND E NS ND E N NS ND

1994 1346 524 38.9 71.8 667 176 26.4 80.0 2013 700 34.8 73.7
1995 1725 564 32.7 77.3 1110 215 19.4 97.7 2835 779 27.5 82.0
1996 583 336 57.6 46.0 310 120 38.7 54.5 893 456 51.1 48.0
1997 653 228 34.9 31.2 386 103 26.7 46.8 1039 331 31.9 34.8
1998 833 415 49.8 56.8 517 130 25.1 59.1 1350 545 40.4 57.4
1999 1070 463 43.3 63.4 757 163 21.5 74.1 1827 626 34.3 65.9
2000 1280 44~ 35.1 61.5 641 146 22.8 66.4 1921 595 31.0 62.6

Mean 1070.0 425.6 39.8 58.3 626.9 150.4 24.0 68.4 1696.9 576.0 33.9 60.6

stretches of beach, which are usually in great demand for local and national development
(e.g. tourism). Furthermore, the cost-effectiveness of a long-term conservation project is
considered a "must" in order to continue monitoring work and the ensuing management
measures.

It is of interest to note that the French naturalist BORY DE SAINT VINCENT (1836) in his
travels in Moree (= Peloponnesus) describes a dead Caouanne (= Caretta caretta) "while on
her way to nest", at about the southward limit of sector A.

Overall nesting effort
Long-term standardized beach surveys, carried out by observers who have undergone the
same training, make the survey results comparable between seasons and, therefore, provide
the opportunity to draw some overall conclusions. Combining the nesting activity (number
of nests) for seventeen seasons at sectors A-C (mean: 369.9), for seven seasons in sector 0
(mean: 150.4) and for six seasons in sectors D-K (mean: 99.5), it is estimated that the aver-
age nesting effort along the 44-km beach length in the bay is about 620 nests/season (aver-
age nesting density: 14.1 nests/km). Therefore, the Bay of Kyparissia can be considered the
second Loggerhead Turtle nesting habitat in the Mediterranean, after Zakynthos, in terms of
nesting magnitude and nesting density. According to a recent classification of nesting areas
in Greece, Kyparissia Bay has been classified as a "major" nesting area (MARGARITOULIS
2000).

Trends in annual nesting effort - Annual fluctuations
The nesting data in sectors A-C, collected consistently over seventeen consecutive seasons,
permit examination for possible trends in the annual number of nests (Fig. 3). Although we
cannot exclude the possibility of movement of nesting turtles from (and to) sectors A-C, it
can be seen that no significant (linear) trend in the annual number of nests is distinguishable
(r2=0.08, p>0.05).
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Fig. 3. Annual number of nests recorded over seventeen seasons (1984-2000) at sectors A through C of
Kyparissia Bay.

However, it is of interest to note that there are strong annual fluctuations in the number of
nests, ranging from a minimum 174 (in 1990) to a maximum of 564 (in 1995) (increase
324%). Annual nesting fluctuations are rather common in Loggerhead Turtle populations
around the world, e.g. in Tongaland (HuGHES1974), in the USA (DAVlS& WHITING1977,
TALBERTet at. 1980), in Brazil (MARCOVALDI& LAURENT1996). In the Mediterranean,
TORKOZAN(2000) has documented in Turkey (Fethiye beach), in the course of three sea-
sons, a minimum of88 nests in 1996 and a maximum of 191 nests in 1995 (increase 217%),
and BRODERICK& GODLEY(1996) in northern Cyprus have recorded, in the course of three
seasons, a "low" of245 nests in 1993 and a "high" of 519 in 1994 (increase 212%). Here it
must be stressed that great inter-seasonal fluctuations may hide an underlying trend in the
number of nests.

Other nesting parameters
Nesting data from the closely monitored core area (sectors A-C, 0) during the seasons
1994-2000 enable certain observations to be made on the (1) start/end dates and duration of
the nesting season, (2) temporal distribution of nesting, and (3) evolution of nesting success.

Start/end dates and duration of nesting season
The dates of the first and last emergence (and nest) observed within the core nesting area
(sectors A-C, 0) from 1994 until 2000 are shown in Tab. 4. Thus, the nesting season in
Kyparissia Bay starts at about the end of Mayor beginning of June. TORKOZAN(2000),
studying Loggerhead Turtle nesting in Fethiye beach, Turkey, reports the following dates of
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Tab. 4. Duration of nesting season (in days) by emergences and by nests at the core nesting area
(sectors A-C, 0) of Kyparissia Bay (1994-2000).

By emergences By nestings

Season First Last Duration First Last Duration

1994 3 June 23Aug 82 3 June 23 Aug 82
1995 1 June 27 Aug 88 1 June 27 Aug 88
1996 2 June 24Aug 84 3 June 24 Aug 83
1997. 5 June 11 Sep 99 5 June 26Aug 83
1998 31 May 15 Aug 77 1 June 15 Aug 76
1999 26 May 28 Aug 95 28 May 16Aug 81
2000 25 May 21 Aug 89 25 May 18Aug 86

Mean ., 87.7 82.7

first and last nests: 12 May-9 August 1995, 15 May-4 August 1996, 24 May-3 August
1997. Similarly BRODERICK & GODLEY'(1996) give the following dates for first and last
loggerhead nests in northern Cyprus: 31 May-7 August 1994,24 May-19 August 1995.
Comparing these dates with the dates of the respective seasons for Kyparissia Bay (Tab. 4)
we can conclude that the loggerhead nesting season starts and terminates later in Greece than
in Turkey and Cyprus.

The duration of the nesting season in Kyparissia Bay averages 87.7 days (range: 77-99,
SD = 7.6, N = 7) when calculated from first to last emergence and 82.7 days (range 76-88,
SD = 3.8, N = 7) if calculated from first to last nest (Tab. 4). From dates of the first and last
nests on Fethiye beach, Turkey, reported in TDRKOZAN (2000) and BARAN & TDRKOZAN
(1996), it is deduced that the average nesting duration over four seasons (1994-97) is 83.5
days (range: 72-90). Similarly, from the dates of first and last nests in northern Cyprus, cited
in BRODERICK& GODLEY (1996), an average duration of 78.5 days (for 1994 and 1995) is
calculated. Therefore, despite the rather great difference in the "start/end" dates, the average
duration of the nesting season in Greece, Cyprus and Turkey is comparable. Nevertheless,
there are considerable annual variations. Inter-seasonal as well as geographical variations in
the "start/end" dates and in the duration of the nesting season are probably influenced by
environmental factors and need be further investigated.

Temporal distribution of nesting (within the nesting season)
Accumulating the daily number of emergences and nests over the seven last seasons (1994-
2000), we can synthesize an "overall nesting season" depicting the average evolution of
emergences and nests (Fig. 4). Fig. 4 shows that turtle emergences tend to increase progres-
sively towards one or more peaks and at about the end of July start to decrease rather
sharply. However, the distribution of nests shows a somewhat smoother pattern with a peak
period spread over from about the end of June until 25 July. Indeed, the average monthly
distribution of nests in Kyparissia Bay during 1994-2000 is 0.5% in May, 38.0% in June,
51.2% in July and 10.3% in August. However, the situation is different on the nesting
beaches of Turkey, where the majority of Loggerhead Turtle nests (about 50%) occur in
June (ERK' AKAN 1993, BARAN & TDRKOZAN 1996, TDRKOZAN 2000). A bi-monthly com-
parIson
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Fig. 4. Temporal evolution of nesting activity (emergences, nests and nesting success) combined over seven
seasons (1994-2000) at the core nesting area (sectors A-C, 0) of Kyparissia Bay. A 3-day moving average
has been used to "smooth" the graph.

Tab. 5. Bi-monthly distribution (%) of Loggerhead Turtle nests on Mediterranean beaches show-
ing the great temporal variation between eastern and western areas.

Nesting area and season(s) May & June July & August Source
Dalyan 1989
Fethiye 1994
Fethiye 1995-1997
K1Zllot 1996-1997
Kyparissia Bay 1994-2000

72.8%
72.2%
66.1%
63.9%
38.5%

27.2%
27.8%
33.9%
36.1%
61.5%

ERK'AKAN(1993)
BARAN& TORKOZAN(1996)
TORKOZAN(2000)
TORKOZAN(2000)
present work

of Loggerhead Turtle nesting distribution on the nesting beaches of Turkey and at Kyparis-
sia Bay is presented in Tab. 5. Nesting in July and August accounts for about 31% of the
total number of nests in Turkey and for 6l.5% in Kyparissia Bay.

This substantial geographical variation in the monthly distribution of nesting may have
consequences for conservation and management practices. Indeed, relevant research on
Zakynthos has shown that human beach use increases dramatically (about 4 times) from
June to July (see Fig. 8 in ARlANOUTSOU 1988). Assuming that the results on Zakynthos are
valid for other nesting areas in Greece and Turkey, it can be concluded that loggerheads
nesting in Greece encounter, in general, more anthropogenic disturbances because of their
late appearance on beaches and the oncoming increase of human beach use. It is therefore
recommended that this geographical variation is taken into account in planning and
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Fig. 5. A "non-nesting emergence" at Kyparissia Bay (photograph: D. MARGARITOULlS).

Fig. 6. A typical "nesting emergence" at Kyparissia Bay (photograph: D. MARGARlTOULIS).
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Fig. 7. The restored old railway station to be used as Public Awareness Centre by ARCHELON
in co-operation with the local community (photograph: D. D1MOPOULOS).

implementing regional conservation and management practices (RAC/SPA 1999). These
practices, in order to increase their effectiveness, should focus on the appropriate calendar
time-frames for each protective action targeting nesting turtles, incubating nests and/or
hatchlings.

Evolution of nesting success
The average nesting success (i.e. the percentage of emergences resulting in nests) in a par-
ticular season fluctuates greatly from season to season. In sectors A-C for seasons 1994-
2000 the average nesting success varied from 32.7% to 57.6% (mean value: 39.8%) (Tab. 3).
Nesting success at sector ° followed similar fluctuations to nesting success at A-C (r = 0.77,
p<O.OI) but the absolute values were significantly lower (t-test, t = 2.18, p<O.OI) (Tab. 3).

In Turkey, inter-seasonal nesting success varied at Fethiye beach from 21.5% in 1995 to
37.4% in 1996 and at Kizilot beach from 29.3% in 1996 to 35.6% in 1997 (calculated from
Tab. 6 in TDRKOZAN2000). Inter-seasonal differences in nesting success, at a particular
beach, must be attributed mainly to changes in the sand water content as dry sand makes
egg-chambers collapse and turtles seek alternative sites. The consistently lower nesting
success exhibited in sector 0, in comparison to nesting success at sectors A-C (Tab. 3), is
attributed mainly to the worse sand conditions (e.g. pebbles) and to a lesser extent to the
more frequent nocturnal disturbances (e.g. human presence, noise, lights) experienced on
this sector.

An interesting fact is that nesting success, within the "overall nesting season" for the com-
bined seasons 1994--2000, gradually decreases as the season progresses (Fig. 4). In Greece,
the lack of rain in summer makes the sand surface progressively drier and turtles have
increasingly more difficulty in digging egg-chambers.
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Conservation outlook
Sea turtles and especially Loggerhead Turtles might spread their nesting effort along exten-
sive areas. Nesting densities, however, might differ greatly from area to area. It is therefore
of primary importance to locate areas of higher nesting densities in order to exercise protec-
tion and management more effectively. After methodical work along the 44-km Kyparissia
Bay, its core area has been defined and the nesting output documented for seventeen sea-
sons.

Rigorous determination of core area and long-term monitoring of the nesting activity have
facilitated conservation priorities. A large part of the coast, containing the core area (sectors
A-C, 0) and sectors D-F, has been included in the proposed list of Special Areas of Conser-
vation (SACs), comprising the so-called Network NATURA 2000, in the context of the
Habitats Directive of the European Union. A recent LIFE-Nature project undertaken by
ARCHELON, the Sea Turtle Protection Society of Greece, foresees the application of a
Management Plan and the elaboration of draft legislation for the core nesting habitat of
Kyparissia Bay.

However, experience in Zakynthos has shown that the promotion of legislation must be
preceded by other priorities. A major objective should be the gradual involvement of local
communities in the management activities (IRVINE et at. 2000). To this end, the recent estab-
lishment of a Public Awareness Centre at a restored former railway station (within the core
area), with residential facilities for researchers, and operated jointly with the local Munici-
pality, are expected to create the necessary basis for a long-term cooperation with the local
community.
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Annex I
Description of the core nesting area in Kyparissia Bay

(Sectors 0 and A-C, from south towards north)

Sector 0 (Kalonero beach)
Boundaries: From the rocky headland, about 150 m south of Arcadikos river, until the last rocky outcrop
before the long sandy stretch towards north.
Length: Approx. 2 km (precise measurement: 2.2 km).
Width: 5-30 m ..
Description: The beach is divided by several rocky outcrops and pebble stretches. The sector includes the
beach in front of the village of Kalonero.
Environmental Conditions: The village beach is used by people during the day for swimming and sunbath-
ing. Community lights along the road, running parallel to the sea, as well as lights from waterfront hotels,
restaurants, bars and houses illuminate the beach in front of the village. One pension with tavern a has a large
floodlight used to illuminate its beach front for most of the night. Another low-lying hotel has a floodlit play
area and this light illuminates an otherwise unaffected part of the beach. A cafe bar that operates at the top of
the beach has its own small floodlight and attracts traffic, and so car lights shine towards the beach at night. A
second cafe bar is situated over a rocky area of shore, but is less frequented at night. Finally there is a par-
tially completed l38-room apartment complex situated in the centre of the village waterfront; its completion
will significantly increase the accommodation available in the village and will stimulate tourism.
Plans: Although Kalonero village is situated in the interior, it is expanding towards the sea. This trend is
expected to continue by means of houses, rooms for rent and hotels built close to the sea. The community of
Kalonero wishes to extend the asphalt road along the beach where there is currently only a dirt road.

Sector A (Vounaki beach)
Boundaries: From the last rocky outcrop to the northern edge ofVounaki hillock.
Length: Approx. 2.5 km (precise measurement: 2.5 km).

Width: 30-50 m.
Description: The main sandy beach of Kyparissia Bay starts from the northernmost rocky outcrop of Kalon-
ero beach. Sector A is characterized by an ample beach platform backed by low dunes. Behind the dunes
there are patches of maquis vegetation and then agricultural land. Approaching the hillock of Vounaki (99 m
high) the dune zone becomes wider and is backed by a narrow zone of pine trees.
Environmental Conditions: There are a small number of houses behind the dunes. Restricted vehicular
access to the beach, due to the railways passing along the agricultural land, has spared this sector from intense
beach use. Nevertheless, tractors use a rough track at the back of the dunes and occasionally may drive along
the beach. During the night, lights from some of the houses are seen from the beach but due to the distance
and low intensity of the lights themselves this does not seem to be a serious problem. The same applies to the
lights shining from the town of Kyparissia. The headlight of the train, however, affects a large area of the
beach. This happens while the train leaving Kalonero village takes a slight curve towards the beach. The
southern part of the sector is also affected by lights from cars as they drive southwards over Vounaki hillock.
Fishing at night with gillnets has been frequently observed close to the beach.
Plans: The area presents a limited housing development. The zone behind the dunes is claimed by the Forest
Service. This fact has kept houses and fences far back. However the land behind this zone is mostly private
and there are various plans for tourist development. A proposal for a camp-site has not been granted permis-
sion because it would occupy land claimed by the Forest Service.

Sector B (Agiannaki beach)
Boundaries: From the northern edge of Vounaki hillock to Agiannaki settlement (specifically to a concrete
geographical survey column 600m north of the beach access road).
Length: Approx. 2 km (precise measurement: 2.2 km).

Width: 30-50 m.
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Fig. 8. Partial view of the core nesting habitat at Kyparissia Bay (sector A). Photograph: D. MARGARITOULlS.

Description: A wide beach with a pebble strip at the splash zone but ample sand at the high beach platform.
Backed by low dunes and a strip of pine forest after which there is cultivated land and greenhouses. Agian-
naki settlement comprises scattered low houses, barely affecting the beach.
Environmental Conditions: People use the beach in front of Agiannaki, taking advantage of a road that
crosses the railways. Tractors are seen driving regularly along the beach. The effect of lights from Agiannaki
settlement and Kyparissia town is negligible. Mostly at weekends, anglers may use the area for fishing during
the night. In these cases they carry low-intensity lamps or occasionally build fires. Fishing at night with
gillnets close to the beach has been frequently observed. A cafe bar operates at the top of the beach at Agian-
naki, usually opening late into the night. However, the owners are cooperative and switch off the lights when
any turtles are seen in the vicinity.
Plans: Similar to the ones described under sector A.

Sector C (Elaia beach)
Boundaries: From Agiannaki settlement to river Neda.
Length: Approx. 3.5 km (precise measurement: 2.6 km). The difference is due to the approximate length
taken from an outdated map, which plotted the river along a different course to the sea.
Width: 35-70 m.
Description: A wide beach with a pebble strip at the splash zone backed by low-lying dunes and a pine
forest.

Environmental Conditions: The access roads to the beach from the settlement of Agiannaki and the village
of Elaia attract people to use these parts during the day. Increasingly tourists are going on the beach at night
for walks or specifically to see the turtles. The road from Elaia provides access to the coastal forest where the
community of Elaia has established a camp-site. In addition there are occasional anglers, usually at night (see
Environmental Conditions under sector B). A beach bar operates at the end of the access road to Elaia beach.
However, it does not remain open late into the night and has only limited lighting.
Plans: The area behind the beach is mostly state land and is managed by the local Forest Service.


